Bike Hotel Dei Chiostri Follina

Bike Hotel Dei Chiostri Follina
Bike Hotel dei Chiostri is located in the renowned “Prosecco Land”, where the best Prosecco in
the world is produced. Between Venice and Cortina (Dolomite Mountains) you will find Follina
one of the most fascinating Italian towns. Above all Follina is the ideal departure point for the
experienced or occasional cyclist in the undulating hills of the Prosecco region.
Certainly for riders who like climbing these cols will fit in their profile : Colli di Asolo, Montello,
Passo San Boldo, Bosco del Cansiglio and Monte Grappa and offer quite a variety of choices.
Marzio Bruseghin an ex-cyclist and exceptional guide, together with fellow cyclist Giovanni
Zanon, the owner of the hotel, organizing many tours.
Need a bike only? Check all bike hire options in Europe with Cycle Classic Tours WWW.CCTBIKERENTALS.COM
Check also our Road Bike friendly hotel pages : CYCLE CLASSIC TOURS BIKE HOTELS
Bike Hotel Dei Chiostri, Road Cycling and E Bike experience
Hotel Dei Chiostri is the perfect choice for you and your family. Anyone who is not as
enthusiastic about cycling can enjoy an extensive programme of other leisure activities. For
instance, your holiday at Hotel dei Chiostri can become “active” in many ways. Firstly thanks to
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the several varied activities which are easily available. As for the cycling, it matters little if you
are a beginner or a professional: secondly the cycling routes available in this area are suitable
for all.
Check also the Gran Fondo Prosecco Tour – GRAN FONDO PROSECCO CYCLING
HOLIDAYS ITALY

Bike Hotel Dei Chiostri in Follina boasts a long tradition of hospitality
Cycling in Follina is ideal for a different kind of cycling experience, in all seasons. Hotel Dei
Chiostri can arrange all kind of cycling excursions. Importantly, the hotel can provide customsized road bikes upon request. In addition to bike rental, mechanical assistance and repair
services are included. Bikes will be provided for those who wish to go without a guide. Moreover
massage services await you upon your return to get you ready for the next day activities. Last
but not least : The Michelin starred chef is available for a “cooking show”.
Hotel Dei Chiostri also has a bike washing and storage services, as well as a workshop suitable
for assembly your road bike.
Happy Cycling!
Team Cycle Classic Tours and the staff of Hotel Dei Chiostri!

Facilities
Bike Rental
Half & Full Board
Daily guided rides
Bike Workshop
Bike Storage
Transport
Bike Maps
Laundry
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Car parking
Welness
Restaurant
Bike Friendly Meals
GPX Tracks
Wi-FI
Bike Tracks
Lounge Bar
Cooking Courses
Wine Tasting

HOTEL DEI CHIOSTRI - FACILITIES FOR ALL KIND OF CYCLIST!

RIDES - ROUTES & TOURS
At the Hotel Dei Chiostri you will find every day many different tours that respond to
different levels of training.
Follina is the ideal departure point for the experienced or occasional cyclist in the
undulating hills of the Prosecco Superiore where each year the Giro di Italia passes,
Colli di Asolo, Montello, Passo San Boldo, Bosco del Cansiglio and Monte Grappa offer
a valid alternative.
Ex-cyclist and exceptional guide Marzio Bruseghin and fellow cyclist, Giovanni Zanon
owner of the hotel organize the bicycling tour to the hills and along the Dolomite pass
surrounded by nature. Road bikes are also provided for those who wish to go without a
guide.
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Massage service awaits you upon your return to ready you for the next day activities and
cooking from the Hotel Michelin starred chef, also available for a “cooking show”.
Hotel Dei Chiostri is the perfect choice for you and your family. Anyone who is not as
enthusiastic about cycling can enjoy an extensive programme of other leisure activities.
For instance, your holiday at Hotel dei Chiostri can become “active” in many ways.
Firstly thanks to the several varied activities which are easily available. As for the
cycling, it matters little if you are a beginner or a professional: secondly the cycling
routes available in this area are suitable for all.
GRAN FONDO PROSECCO SEPTEMBER 2019!
The splendid setting of the Prosecco hills houses one of the cult events for true cycling
enthusiasts and for all amateur cyclists: the PROSECCO CYCLING CLASSIC
Hotel dei Chiostri is only 10 minutes from Valdobbiadene and provides discounts and
services for bikers: workshop, underground garage, reinforced breakfast from 06.30,
free transfer and private massage on request!
A route that perfectly combines agonism, tourism and respect for the environment. Over
3000 riders transform the hills of the Altamarca in a walk immersed in a unique and
magnificent landscape, full of emotions such as the “Salita del Poggio“, a climb of just
over 3 kilometers with an average slope of 7% but with strokes of 22%.
We pay attention to our guests and their desires, with special offers and a variety of
services like a workshop, a reinforced breakfast and transfer from the hotel to the Start
point of the race.
The race will take place on Sunday 29th September 2019 between the beautiful hills of
the Conegliano Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore DOCG, which are in list for Unesco
Heritage..
NUMEROUS FACILITIES
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The hotel is siuated in the historic center of the picturesque town of Follina in the
province of Treviso, and trails onto the Venetian countryside along the famous wine and
food itinerary known as La Strada del Prosecco (The Prosecco Road)
Public areas fill with light and natural materials welcome guests in a warm embrace.
Your holiday is filled with lots of little details that show the attention dedicate to each and
every one of the Hotel Dei Chiostri guests.
Physical well-being is important and on holiday you have all the time you need to take
care of yourself.
At the Hotel Dei Chiostri you can ask massages and beauty treatments.
Furthermore, the hotel offers laundry service, room service, and many other services
dedicated to you find order to spend a holiday in comfort.
From the lounge to the American bar and TV room with satellite reception, every public
area has been designed to welcome guests and help them relax.
The WI-FI and Internet point mean guests will have no problem keeping in touch with
their friends.
Dine at the One MICHELIN Star Restaurant La Corte: High quality cooking, worth a
stop! Here the common thread is the very concept of “complicated simplicity”:
preparations are aimed at preserving the genuine flavours of raw materials through
careful and continuous research.
Dine at “La Cantinetta” – Follina’s Bistro Here you will experience our best Regional
products, carefully selected from small local producersThe best wines are chosen to
accompany every occasion – thumbs up to our Region and its fine selection of truly
special Prosecco.
Instead cycling in Follina is ideal for a different type of cycling experience. In fact the
hotel arranges cycling excursions and furnishes custom-sized bicycles upon request. In
addition to bike rental, mechanical assistance and repair services are included.

Hotel Information
Hotel Dei Chiostri Piazza IV Novembre, 20, 31051 Follina Treviso Italy
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